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LEADING AND TIWKLING EWES
By Kenneth Margolis
Velocity potentials smd pressure distributions due to various
lateral motions are derived for a family of thin isolated vertical tails
with arbitrary sweepback and taper ratio by applying linearized thin-
airfoil theory for supersonic speeds. Mtions considered in the analysis
are steady rolling, steady yawing, * constant lateral acceleration.
For the particular cases of triangular (half-delta) and rectangular
vertical tails, integrated forces and moments expressed in the form of
x’
stability derivatives are also derived. All results are, in general,
applicable at those supersonic speeds for which both the tail leading
and trailing edges are supersonic. For purposes of ccmpletenessj anal-
-
ogous expressions and derivatives for sidesllp motion obtained primarily
from other sources are included.
Expressions for potentials, pressures, and stability derivatives
are tabulated. Curves for the stability derivatives are presented
which enable rapid estimation of their values for given values of aspect
ratio and Mach number. In order to indicate the importance of end-plste
effects, several comparisons are shown of the derived results (based on
a zero-end-plate analysis) with those corresponding to a complete-eti-
plate analysis.
IN’TRODUCZHON
Detailed lmowledge of the loading, forces, ati mmnts acting OKL
vertical tailE undergoing various maneuvers is a necessary prerequisite
for determining the lateral dynamic behavior of aircraft traveling at
l
supersonic speeds. The information presently available is, in many
instances, insufficient to enable reliable estimates to be made of the
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contribution of the vertical tail to airplane stability.
*
Aside from
calculations for several “slender” configurations (e.g., refs. 1 to 7),
most of the theoretical efforts along these lines have been restricted k
primarily to sideslip motion (refs. 8 and ~). A recent paper (ref. 10)
treats the calculation of pressures, forces, and moments due to several
types of lateral motion acting on thin, isolated, triangular vertical
tails. The range of speeds considered therein requires that the tail
—
leading edge be subsonic and the tail trailing edge supersonic.
The present paper is also concerned with the calculation of
pressures, forces, and momnts acting on thin isolated vertical tails
subject to various lateral motions. The speed range for the present
investigation, however, is higher than that of reference 10; both the
leading and trailing edges of the vertical tail must be supersonic.
The vertical tail is of fairly general plan form having arbitrary sweep-
back, aspect ratio, and taper ratio (tip and root chords parallel).
Four motions are treated: steady rolling, steady yawing, constant si.de-
s13p, and constant lateral acceleration.
The half-delta and reckngular vertical tails are analyzed in detail.
Forces fid moments (expressed in the form of stability derivatives) and
their variations with Mach number and aspect ratio are presented in a
series of simple charts. In order to gain sane insight into the possible
effects of an end plate, several of the derived results are compared with
corresponding calculations based on a complete-end-plateanalysis. (A
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comple-ti-end~plateanalysis implies that
perfect reflection plane.)
SYMBOLS
Cartesian coordinates
free-stream or flight
density of air
dynamic pressure, $ p~
~he horizofitaltail acts as”a k
used in analysis (see fig. 2(a))
velocity (see fig. 2)
IL
perturbation velocity potential due to particular
motion under consideration, evaluated on negative
y-side of tail surface (see fig. 2)
difference in perturbaticm velocity potential between
two sides of tail surface, Cp(x,o+,z) - q(x,o-,z)
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L1
q
Cn
c1
coefficient of pressure difference between two sides
of tail surface due to particular motion under
consideration, positive in sense of positive side
force (see fig. 2)
Mach number, v
Speed of sound
span of vertical tail
root chord of vertical tail
taper ratio, Tip chord/Root chord
slope of ail leading edge; cotangent of lemiing-
edge sweepback angle (see fig. 1)
aspect ratio of vertical tail, +’/s
area of vertical tail
angle of sideslip
angular velocities about x- and z-axes, respectively
(see fig. 2)
time
rate of change of ~ with time, d$/dt
side force
yawing moment
rolling moment
side-force coefficient, Y/qs
yawing-mcxnentcoefficient, N/qsb
rolling-moment coefficient, L’/qS’%
.
-#
4()
bcn
Cw = Fp+o
()a~Cyr . —~ r+O
()acnCnr = —a+r+O
()aczClr . —a+’ r+o
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Subscripts:
.
1,2 components used for ~-derivatives
*1 due to unit sideslip condition
r=l due to unit yawing condition
Abbreviations:
L.E. leading edge
T.E. trailing edge
All angles are measuked in radians.
ANALYSIS
Scope
The general vertical-tail plan form considered herein is shown in
figure l(a). The leading edge has arbitrsry sweepback and the trailing
edge may be either sweptback or sweptforwsrd; the root and tip chords
d are parallel to each other and the tail is tapered in the conventional
sense. The permissible ranges of sweep, aspect ratio, and ‘caperratio
for any given Wch number are determined by the conditions (indicated
. in fig. 1) that both the leading and trailing edges remain supersonic
and that the Mach line emanating frcm the leading edge of the root
chord does not intersect the tip chord.
Expressiorw based on linearized su~rsonic-flow theory are obtained
for the perturbation velocity potentials and pressure distributions due
to steady rolling, steady yawing, and constant lateral acceleration.
For purposes of completeness, analogous results for constant sideslip
motion obtainable, in general, from reference 8 are incltied. me
expressions, which are derived for the condition of zero geometric angle
of attack and which sre valid for law rates of angular velocities, smll
sideslip angles, and small angle-of-sideslip variation with time, are
tabulated so that they may be utilized conveniently in the calculation
of load distributions and the corresponding forces and moments for the
general sweptback &pered tail surface.
Two important members of the general vertical-tail family are
considered in detail. Theee are the rectangular tail (shown in fig. l(b))
and the triangular tail with an unswept trailing edge, that is, the half-
* delti tail (shown in fig. l(c)). For these tails, closed-form e~ressions
—
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are derived for the side force, yawing moment, and rolling moment due
to each motion. The resulting formulas are expressd in the form of
stability derivatives and are tabulated; simple charts are presented
which permit rapid estimation of’the 12 stability derivatives for given
values of aspect ratio and Mach number.
Three systems of body axes are employed in the present paper. For
plan-form integrations and in the derivation and presentation of velocity
potentials and pressures, the conventional analysis system shown in
figure 2(a) is utilized. In order to maintain the usual stabfli~ system
of positive forces and moments, the axes systems shown in figures 2(b)
and 2(c) are used in formulating the stability derivatives. A table of
transformation formulas is provided which enables the stability derim-
tives, presented herein with reference to a center of gravity (origin)
located at the leading edge of the root chord (fig. 2(b)), to be
obtained with reference to an arbitrary center-of-gravity location
(fig. 2(c)).
Easic Considerations
The calculation of forces acting on the vertical tail essentially
requires a knowledge of the distribution of the pressure difference
between the two sides of the tail m.rface. This pressure-difference
distribution is expressible in terms of the perturbation-veloci~-
potential difference or “potential j~ across the surface” Aq by
means of the linearized relationship
(1)
Inasmuch as for the present investigation thin isolated tail surfaces
are considered and thus no induced effects are present from any neigh-
boring surface, the perturbation velocity potentials on the two sides
of the tail are equal in magnitude but are of opposite sign. Equa-
tion (1) may then be rewritten in terms of the perturbation velocity
potential q as follmrs:
where q is evaluated on the negative y-side of the tail surface.
(2)
The basic problem, then, is to find for each motion under consider-
ation the perturbation-velocity-potentialfunction q for the various
tail regional areas formed by plan-form and I@ch line boundaries. (See,
for example, the sketch given in table I.)
Y
.
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T
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For time-itiependentmotions, such as steady rolling, steady yawing,
and constant sideslip, the potential functions are of course independent
l of time (i.e., the last term in eqs. (1) and (2) vanishes) and may be
determined by the well-bown source-distributionmethod utilizing the
area-cancellation-Mach line reflection technique of reference 11. The
mathematical details are not presented herein, because it is felt that
previous papers dealing with wing problems (e.g., refs. 12 to 15) have
applied the basic method in sufficient detail. The rmin difference to
be noted is that the root chord of the isolated vertical tail is, in
effect, another free subsonic edge similar to the tip chord and must be
treated accordingly. Actually, tail regions I and III (refer to the
sketch in table 1) are not affected by the additional tip, and wing
results in these regions for constant angle of attack (ref. 15), steady
rol~ng (ref. 15), and steady pitching motion (ref. 13) are applicable
to constant sidesl.ip,steady rolling, and steady yawing motions, respec-
tively, for the vertical tail, provided appropriate changes in coordi-
nates are introduced and the proper sign convention is maintained.
The time-dependent motion considered in the present .wperj that is,
constant lateral acceleration, can be analyzed in a manner analogous to
that used for a wing surface undergoing constant vertical acceleration
(e.g., refs. 16 to 18). By following this procedure, the basic expres-
sions for the perturbation velocity potential and pressure coefficient
(evaluated at time t = O) mybe derived as follows:
L
(3)
(4)
Equations (3) ti (4) may be deduced directly from equations (1) and
(2) of reference 18, protided the corresponding tail motion is substi-
tuted for each ting motion and, further, that care is exercised in
preserving the conventional system of positive forces and moments. The
choice of time, t = O in equation (4) was made for purposes of conven-
ience and simplici~, inasmuch as the pressure due to constant sideslip
is eliminated, and thus only the increment in pressure due to time rate
of change of sideslip, that is, ~, remains.
The right-hand sides of equations (3) and (4) are composed of terms
involving steady or time-independent motions, in particular, the motions
previously discussed in this section. Thus, once the potentials and
pressures are determined for 6teady yawing and constit sideslip,
.
corresponding expressions may be obtained for constant lateral accelera-
tionby use of equations (3) and (4).
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Derivation of the potentials and pressues for the various regions
of the general tail plan form under consideration have been carried out
for each motion by using the methods and techniques discussed. Tabula-
tions of the potential and pressure-distributionfunctions are given in
tables I and 11 for constant aideslip, in tables TII and IV for steady
rolling, in tibles V and W for steady yawing, and in tables WI and VIII
for constant lateral acceleration.
The forces and m~nts acting on the vertical tail due to each motion
may be ob~ined by plan-form integrations of the appr~riate potential
and pressure functions and may be given as follows (the center of ~avity
is assumed to be at the leading edge of the root section):
Tip T.E.
Y=q
Jr
u~d’ (5)
Root’ L.E. q
Tip T.E.
H=-q
H
~~~d~
Root L.E. q
(6)
2PFor steady motions, — = -~~ and thus the first integration with
q v ax
respect to x in equations (>) and (7) yields p; hence, equations (5)
and (7), when applied to steady motions, reduce to essentially a single
integration involving the potential function.
me nondimensional force and moment coefficients and corresponding
stability derivatives are directly obtainable from the definitions given
in the list of symbols. For example,
[(]. -L&rb qsba~
r+O
.
“
N
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basmuch as the various pressure coefficients are linear with reference
to their respective angulsr velocities, attitude, or acceleration (i.e.,
. linear in p,
example may be
expressed as
r, p, or ~), the partial derivative in the preceding
replaced by ~ and the derivative
%c
is then
rb/V
(8)
Corresponding expressions for the 11 other derivatives CYBY Cn6, C1B3
Cyr> Czr} CYPJ %& %p) Cyp cw’and Clb may be obtained in an
analogous manner. -
h the present paper, the triangular vertical tail with unswept
trailing edge (half-delta) and the rectangular vertical tail have been
analyzed in detail. The results obtained upcm performing the plan-form
integrations and other mathematical operations indicated in the pretious
discussion are tabulated in table IX. For convenience, a table of
transformation formulas is presented (table X) which enables the derived
results for the stability derivatives (table IX) to be expressed with
respect to an arbitraxy center-of-gravity location.
COMW’TATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The formu~s for the stability derivatives given
seen to be functions of the tail aspect ratio A and
in table IX are
the Wch number
parameter B=(@-l. Use of the ccxnbinedparameter AB as the
abscissa variable and appropriate choice of derivative parameters as
the ordinates allow the analytical results for most of the stability
derivatives to be expressed graphically by means of a single simple
curve; the stabili~ derivatives due to ~-motion require two curves.
Figures 3 to 8 present the results for the half-delta tail and fig-
ures 9 to 13 present the analogous results for the rectangular tail.
The lower limit AB = 2 for the half-delta vertical tail corresponds
to the sonic-leading-edge Codi.tionj values of AB < 2, for which the
tail leading edge is subsonic, are considered in reference 10. The
lower limit AB = 1 for the rectangular vertical &il corresponds to
the condition where the l&ch line from the leading edge of the root
chord intersects the trailing edge of the tip chord. Calculation of
the derivatives for the situation where the &kch Hne from the leading
. edge of the root chord intersects the tip chord, that is, values of
AB< 1, cannot, in general, be obtained easily because of the fact that
4
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the calculation involves the consideration of interacting external flow
l
fields. The lower limit AB = 1 in this case is not very restrictive
except for very low aspect ratios at low su~ersonic Mach mmibers. P
.—
In considering the curves given in figures 3 to 13, the following
facts should be kept in mind: (a) The results are for a completely
isolated vertical tail, (b) the center-of-gravity location is assumed
to be at the tail apex, and (c) parameters used for nondimensionalizing
purposes are the area and span of the vertical tail. For other center-
of-gravity locations, analogous curves may be drawn by use of the pre-
sented data and the axes-transformationformulas given in table X.
—
Thus far, only the isolated vertical tail has been considered,
that is, the zero-end-plate solution. For comparison purposes, results
for several of the derivatives based on a complete-end-plateanalysis
have been obtained and are presented in figures 14 and 15. The compar-
isons are shown for the side-force and yawing-moment derivatives due to
constant sideslip, steady yawing,and constant lateral acceleration.
The complete-end-plateresults for these tail derivatives are obtainable
from stability derivatives previously reported for symmetrical wings
(refs. 13, 15, and 18), provided mcxlifications are introduced to account
for (a) changes in nondimensionalizingparameters, (b) correspondence of
wing and vertical-tail motions, and (c) preservation of sign convention
for positive sense of motion, moments, and so forth. The transformations
of symmetrical-wingderivatives into complete-end-platederivatives for
vertical tails having the same plan-form geometry as the half-wing may w
be summarized as
Expression for
Expression for
Expression for
Expression for
Expression for
follows:
Cy =
P
(-&B.
Cyr =
~r .
C-yb.
( )-1 @ression for Ck with ~ngaspect ratio replaced by 2A
(4 1+ A+ % mression for )& with wing-7 (1+ A)’2 aspe’ctratio replaced by 2A
21+ A+??
P )
ression for C% with ting
z (1+X)2 aspect ratio replaced %y 2A
~(l+h-+ 2)2
‘r
ression for
)
~ with wing
9A2 (1 + ?J4 aspect ratio replaced by 2A
(2 1 + h + X2 Expression for C% with WiW-z (~+ ~)p aspect ratio replaced by 2A )
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Expression for
8 (~+h +X2)2
r
ression for ~ with wing
‘%= -g (1 + A)4 aspect ratio replaced by 2A )
.
where c%, ~, c%, ~, C~, and ~ are conventionally defined
wing derivatives (see, for example, p. 5 of ref. 18). I’orcompleteness,
previously reported results (ref. 10) for the half-delta vertical tail
with subsonic leading edges (i.e., AB< 2) are included in figure 14.
Figures 14 and 15 indicate that for a given aspect ratio the effect of
an end plate decreases with increasing Mch number and that for a given
ltachnumber the effect of an end plate decreases with increasing aspect
ratio. Although these conclusions apply specifically to those derivatives
presented, it is felt that similar evidence would be found for the other
derivatives as well. The percentage differences between zero- and
complete-end-plateresults vary of course wtth center-of-gravity location,
as well as with Wch number and aspect ratio, but in general are not too
large for the side-force and y~ng-mmnent derivatives considered except
at the lower values of AB.
It should be remembered that the derivatives as presented herein
have been made nondimensional with respect to vertical-tiil parameters
such as tail span b, tail area S, and the angles pb/V, rb/V, and
~b/V. The magnitudes of the derivatives may, therefore, appear to be
quite large with respect to the expected tail contributions to the
derivatives for a complete airplane. The following factors should be
.
used in converting the presented analytical and numerical results to
corresponding derivatives (denoted in the following relationships by
subscript w) based on wing area SWY @Dg span %, and angles
r%/2V, and @w/2V:
P%/2v>
(%W’(%)w=::(%’ c%)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS *
Expressions based on the application of linearized thin-airfoil
.
theory for supersonic speeds have been derived for the velocity potentials
and pressure distributions due to various lateral motions for a family of
thin isolated vertical tail-sof arbitrary sweepback and ta~r ratio.
Motions considered were steady rolling, steady yawing, and constant lateral
accelerateon. Forces and moments, expressed in the form of stability
derivatives, were presented for the rectangular and half-delta vertical
tails. The results are, in general, applicable at those supersonic speeds
for which both the tail leading and trailing edges are supersonic. For
purposes of completeness, analogous results for sideslip motion obtained
primarily from other sources have been included.
The effects of a complete end plate on several of the side-force and
yawing-moment derivatives have been considered, smd it appears that only
for relatively small values of the aspect-ratio—Mach number param-
eter A{~l do the complete- and zero-end-platevalues differ signif-
icantly enough to warrant further study of finite-end-plate corrections.
This statement may not be applicable for rolling motion, nor is it
necessarily true for rolling-moment derivatives in general.
An additional point of interest pertinent to the present investiga-
tion is that the results obtained for the yawing-moment derivatives due
to steady yawing and constant lateral acceleration
c+
and ~. my
B
r
be used to approximate the aerodynamic damping of the lateral oscillation
in yaw to the first order in frequency. This approximation to the lateral
damping is given by the expression Cnr - Cr$ and can be rapidly calcu-
.
lated from the curves and formulas given herein.
I.&ngleyAeronautical Laboratory,
National Adtisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., ~cember I-6,1954.
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TKBLE I
FORMUL4S FOR POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION DUE TO CONSTANT SIDESIZP
z
/
c
lines
4
/
-y (Tail is
I
II
m
V as
.
‘L
\
Mach
x
in xz-plane; p is positive;
shown is in xy-plane)
q(x,o-,z)
w mx-z)
b%lp -1
[
-lmx-z an-l)+J&& ‘m- ‘)Cos ; - z
126(x - Bz)(Fm - 1)
k% {(m - Z)cos-1 m - z + :l-+z~~ (Z - b, +
afi - b)(~ + I)[b(l + ~) - dx + Bz] }
>( 11 + 111 - I)
.
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TABLE II
FORMULAS FOR PRESSURE-DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENT DUE TO CONSTANT SIDESLIP
o
r
x
(Tail iB
V as
in xz-plane; ~ is positive;
shown is in xy-plane)
Region
(see sketch)
I
kIIIIV
Mach lines
4
~ (x)z)
4!3m
P ~o~-l mx - z + 2(1+-ml)(z-b~
.& mx-z-1
l
~(11 + 111- I)
t
P
3V
17
v
.
u c
I
—
.
H
.
+
x
Y
1
—
—
—
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TABLE m
FOR PRESSURE-DIFITERINCECOEFFICIENT DUE TO STEADY
z
-JL-Q
/ -Y
/
x
(Tail is in xz-plane; positive rolling)
Region E(x, z)
(see sketch) q
I
- 4pm(B2#z - mx)
~B2m2 - 1)3 2
Is
-~j,,y:,)~z:;y)’
m2(x - B2zm) ~06.1 m + 2(1 - 2Bm)
(B2~2 - 1)3/2 mx-z 1
4pm (##z _m)co~-lmx - Z+2(1+M)(Z -b) -
fiV(B%2 - 1)5/2 \ mx-z
IIT
2Bm (z -‘b)(m+ l)[b(l+ E@ - m(x+ Bz~ }
Iv >(11+ III - I)
e
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.
k.
!5
(Tall1s in xz-plme~ positivew-)
Region
(see sketch) $&z)
I ~B%2~ @m(B%? - 2)+ 2j
4r
{[ 1rK&m2-2)+zcos-1~-:=- Q+
II cd $m2 - 1)~/2
-z
12(B2&’+ ~ - ti mz(~ - 1)(X - Bz)
4r
m
{[ 1z + mx(B%2- 2) COS-l m - z+2(l+Ein) (z-b)+fitiB~- l)3j2 mx-z
2(B%# -~-1) (Z- b)(EIn+ l)[b(l + Era)- m(x+ Bzfl1
IT ~(11+ 111-1)
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L
‘f
Mch lines
/’
v
o
/
x
-Y /
(Tall is in XZ-phne} positive ~ in p9sitive y-direction)
“
J.
TABIE Ix
SEABIIJTY DERIVATIVES FOR HAIF-DEITA AND REUTM7CHJIARISOIATEO WERTCCXL THIS
Ikcivddve Half-delta tails Rectangular tails
(a) {b) (
CYB
r
4AB
--—
BAB -I-2
‘?nP
r
16’ AB
()
~~-~
315AN2 AB
Clp 4 AB+l
- z ~~(~ + 2) - %:)
CYP k VG(AB + 3) 2AB-1
- ~ (m l ~)3/z
-—
A&
%
2(AB + 3) 3AB-2
V5(AB + 2)3/2 3*2#
%
~~2+@+~ l+4AB - 24A2B2 + 3@B3
3B&(AB + 2)3/2 &A3&
%= 8(2AB+ 5) 2(5AB- 1)
3G(AB + 2)3/2 3A2B2
%
4B(2AB+ 5)
- B(8AB- 3)
- [AB(AB+ 2)]3/2 6A7@
A2B2-f-9AB•tCh 2(5 5) 3AB-1
3[AB(m+ 2]3/2 3AZ$
%~ 8
B2_~-~
-—
- 2(B2+ 2 - 5AB)
3* @~~ 3~Z&
~ B2-AB-1
c% 3B2-8A3+6B ~A%$(AB+ 2)3 cL3#
cl. 2 $+ A2B2+3AB+T$ B2+2-3ABs A3@(~ + 2)5 3A*
.
.
‘Angular velocities ad mcmsnts measured about the sydem of bdy axes shown
in fig. 2(b).
%.esliLtS valid for AB >2.
%sults valid fm AB >1.
TABLE X
TRANSFER-OF-AXES FORMUIAS
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Formulas for tkansfer to a bdy system
Stability derivatives in a baly of axes with origin displaced dis-
system of axes with origin.at tances X. (positive forward) and
tail apex (Bee fig. 2(b)) Z. (positive downward) frcm the
tail apex (see fig. 2(c))
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(b) Rectangular tail. (c) Half-delta tail.
Figure l.- Tail plan forms and associated data.
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(a) Body-axes system used for amalysis. Free-stream velocity V.
(b) Principal body-axes
derivatives. Entire
+=
system
system
used for presentation of st~ility
rowing with flight velocity V.
P> N
t z
(c) Sams @e of axes system as (b) with origin translated.
,
Figure 2.- Systems of body axes. Positive directiom of axes, forces,
snd moments indicated by srrows.
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Figure 3.- Curves for detwm.inlng the stabili~ derivatives due to constant
sideslip CYPj Cw> ~d CZP for isolated half-delta vertical tails
with supersod.c lesiiing edges. IM-ivatives based on vertical-tsll
parsmtirs b and S; principal body -exes system with origin at
lesding edge of root section.
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Figure 4.- Curves for determining the stability derivatives due to steady
rolling C!yp, CQP, and Cl for isolated half-delta vertical td.ls
P
with supersonic leading edges. Derivatives based on vertical-tail __ ___
parameters b, S, and angle pb/V; principal body-axes system with
origin at leading edge of root section.
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Figure 5.- CurveG for determining the EAAillty derivatives due to steedy
yawing Cyr, Cnr, and Czr for isolated half-delta vertical tails
with supersonic leading edges. IW.zLvatlves based on vertical-tail
parsneters b, S, and angle rb/V; principal bcxly-axea system with
origin at leadlng edge of root section.
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~igure 6.- Cur?eO for determining the 6iAIili17 derivative due to constant
lateral acceleration CyO for isolated half-delta vertical talla with
P
supersonic leading edges. Wrivatiw b=ed on vertical-tail parezE-
eters b, S, and angle &b/V; principal bcdy-axes ~ystem.
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lateral acceleration C -
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for isolated h~-d,elta vertical tadls with
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at leading edge of root eection.
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Figure 8.- Curves for determining the stability derivative due to ~m~tmt
lateral acceleration Cl~ for isolated half-delta vertical tails with
supersonic
etera b,
at leding
leading edges . Ikrivative besed on vertical-tti param-
S, @ angle @J/V; Prindpal bdy-axes syetem with origin
edge of root section.
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Figure 10.- CSuves for determining ‘cW ste3ility derivatives due to steady
ro~g CYP, C%, ~d C z for ieolated rectangular vertical taiJs.
P
Ilxlvatives based on vertical-tail paremters b, S, and angle pb/V;
principal bcdy-axefi system with origin at leading edge of root section.
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Figure H.- Curvea for determining the 6tability derivatives due to steady
y51i~ Cyr, C%, and Clr for isolated rectangdar vertical tails.
Derivatives based on vertical-tail parmreters b, S, and .mgle rb/V;
principal bdy- axes system with origin at leading edge of root section,
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Figure 12. - CurveEI for determining tke at~illty derivatives due to con-
stant lateral acceleration Cyfi and cl; for isolated rectangular
r
vertical tails. Lkrivativefi b~ed on vefilcal-tail parameters b,
S, wil @ ~b/V; princfpel bdy-axes system with origin at leting
edge of root section.
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Figure lj. - CurveB for determining the stability derivative the to con-
fitant lateral. acceleration ~
b
for isolated rectemgula vertical
tails . Lkrivative baaed on vertical-tail parank+ers b, S, and
engle ~b/V; principal body-aeB Gygtem with origin at leading edge
of root section.
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Figure 14.- Compwisons of zero- and complete-end-platesolutions for
the side-force and yating-moment derivatives due to several lateral
nmtions for half-delta vertical tails. Derivatives b~ed on vertical-
tail pammeters b, S, and angles pb/V, rb/V, and Pb/V; principal
body-axes system with origin at leading edge of root section.
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(b) Steady yawing.
Figure 14.- Continued.
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(c) Constant lateral acceleration.
Figure 14.- Concluded.
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F@u_re 15.- Compsrisons of zero- emd complete-end-plate solutions for the
side-force and yawing-moment derivatives due to several lateral motions
for rectangular verticsl tails. Ikrivatives based on verticd-tsll
parameters b, S, and angles pb/V, rb/V, and ~b/V; principal body-
sxes system tith origin at lesding edge of root section.
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(b) Steady yawing.
Figure 15.- Continued.
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